
Welcome to GCSE 
Geography

Where will it take us today?



Topic 4: Sustaining Ecosystems

Life on Earth is supported by global ecosystems 
and the link between human wellbeing and 
ecosystem wellbeing is vital. 

This is what we will be exploring in this session

Know
What the rainforest ecosystem and its components are 
like
Understand
How its components are inter-linked



WHY SHOULD TROPICAL 
RAINFORESTS MATTER TO US?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYAZ3NWVgtc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYAZ3NWVgtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYAZ3NWVgtc


• Located between the Equator and .....

• Found in 4 continents - these are......

• Have HIGH productivity

• Have HIGH biodiversity BUT are VERY 

fragile



Lots of _____

Lots of ______ Lots of p_________________
and g__________!!!!!



• Temperatures:

between ....?

constant or variable?

• Rainfall per year 

between....?

• Length of growing 
season: ?

• Growth & Decay: 

speed of? Reason …?

Low latitudes

p116

15 
mins

Know: What the distinctive characteristics of the climate of the rainforest are (1-2-3-4)
Understand  Why the climate is like this and what it means for the operation of the ecosystem (5+)



Sloths spend much of 

their time hanging from 

branches. They are 

camouflaged in the forest.

Buttress roots support 

the weight of tall trees. 

They take up nutrients 

from the shallow top 

layer of soil.

Little light penetrates 

the canopy so only a 

few small shrubs can 

grow

Emergent trees can 

grow up to 50 metres 

in height. They grow 

tall to find sunlight.

An under-canopy 

of younger trees 

grows in the gaps

The canopy receives 

70% of the sunlight 

and 80% of rainfall. It 

forms a continuous 

layer blocking light. 

The trees can be up to 

30 metres in height.

Lianas are woody vines 

that start at ground level, 

and use trees to climb up 

to the canopy where they 

spread from tree to tree 

to get as much light as 

possible.

Drip tips on leaves 

allow heavy rainfall 

to run off without 

damaging the leaf

How have plants and 

animals adapted to 

survive in the rainforest?

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi56evNzO7NAhUDKsAKHe23CAQQjRwIBw&url=http://www.wwf.se/vrt-arbete/arter/1125849-orangutang&bvm=bv.126130881,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNEU2BwHEK0z6LL3_p8gNAqYIYMCuA&ust=1468435928621262


P116 ‘A’TREES & PLANTS

Find facts about:

• tree heights and storeys

• leaf coating, colour & 
shape

• roots

• Epiphytes, vines, lianas

Now write a sentence 
about each of these 4
facts to show how the 
trees and plants have 
adapted to the high 

temperatures and high 
rainfall of the tropical 

rainforests

20 
mins

Know: What the vegetation of the rainforest is like
Understand  how this is affected by climate



What adaptation is this?



What adaptation is this?



What adaptation is this?



What adaptation is this?



What adaptation is this?



What other adaptation is this?



p116 Need to know what
the soil is like though 

first, don’t we?

• Depth:

• Too well watered?

• Fertile?

• Uptake of nutrients?

• If the soil is so deep 
why don’t trees put 
their roots down into 
it?

BONUS: Soil pH?

15 
mins

come 
get it!Know: What the soil of the rainforest is like

Understand  how this influences the flora 
of the forest



p116

NEED A CLUE?

SUN
RAIN
SOIL

CANOPY
LEACHED

BAKED

Know: that all aspects of the ecosystem are 
interlinked
Understand  how the vegetation affects the soil



What would an exam 
question look like?

Plants have adapted to survive in a variety of ways. 
Lianas, thin vine like plants, wrap themselves around the 
trunks of trees and use them as a support to climb 
upwards to gain access to sunlight and water. Trees have 
buttress roots. These are tripod-like and are above the 
surface, which helps to not only keep the tree supported 
but also to access the nutrients, stored in the top, thin layer 
of the soil. Plants also tend to have waxy, broad leaves 
with drip tips. This allows water to run off easily so that 
leaves are not damaged during heavy rain.

p116

1. Compare the canopy of 
the tropical rainforest with 
the forest floor (2 marks)

2. Describe, using examples, 
how plants have adapted 
to survive in the tropical 
rainforest (4 marks)

I (dentify)
D (escribe)
So what?



What would an exam 
question look like? p116

Describe, using examples, 
how plants have adapted to 
survive in the tropical 
rainforest (4 marks)

Plants have adapted to survive in a variety of ways. 
Lianas, thin vine like plants, wrap themselves around 
the trunks of trees and use them as a support to climb 
upwards to gain access to sunlight and water. Trees 
have buttress roots. These are tripod-like and are above 
the surface, which helps to not only keep the tree 
supported but also to access the nutrients, stored in the 
top, thin layer of the soil. Plants also tend to have waxy, 
broad leaves with drip tips. This allows water to run off 
easily so that leaves are not damaged during heavy 
rain.



Geographical skills: comparing 
climate graphs

Temperature and 

rainfall in Mali

Temperature and rainfall in 

Manaus, Brazil

Question: Compare the climate of the 

tropical rainforest with that of the 

tropical grassland ecosystem (4 marks)

TIPS:

1. Use ‘HOW’ to help you

2. Use figures/numbers from 

the graphs in your answer

EXAMPLE:

The tropical rainforest has a 

smaller ……. WHEREAS the 

tropical grassland has a ……of 

21°C 
(1 mark)



Drip tips on leaves 

allow heavy rainfall 

to run off without 

damaging the leaf

How have plants and 

animals adapted to 

survive in the rainforest?



Drip tips on leaves 

allow heavy rainfall 

to run off without 

damaging the leaf

How have plants and 

animals adapted to 

survive in the rainforest?


